
Dear Freedom Challenger,  

Welcome and congratulations! My name is Andrew Arnold and I am the Executive Director at SROM. I am 
excited that you are participating on the Freedom Challenge Grand Canyon North Rim trip.  I am confident 
your trip will be a life-changing experience. SROM is partnering with Freedom Challenge to provide the 
guided backpacking portion of your trip.  We are thrilled to be a part of this experience and eager to see 
how God will impact hearts and lives.  You are special to God and to us, and we look forward to meeting 
you!   

In 1977 my father and SROM founder, Drew Arnold, received a vision from God that He would use Christ 
centered outdoor education and wilderness adventure ministry to establish points of light around the 
world. In response to that vision, Drew founded SROM in 1983. This original vision continues to guide the 
mission and goals of SROM today. We believe that God is using SROM to equip, train, and disciple “sons and 
daughters of light” (John 12:36) for the nations. The Father is light (1 John 1:5), Jesus is the “light of the 
world” (John 8:12), and you are a son or daughter of light (John 12:36, Ephesians 5:8, 1 Thessalonians 5:5). 
Many biblical leaders spent formative time in the wilderness, which resulted in greater understanding of 
their identity, mandate, and source. They became points of light burning for the glory of their Father. We 
believe you are called by God to participate in a SROM course to burn brighter as a son or daughter of your 
Father in heaven!  

Your Freedom Challenge trip starts NOW… not the day that you leave for the backcountry. Your preparation 
now will determine your success, growth, and development while on your trip. Do not wait until the last 
few weeks to prepare. We have provided important information in this packet that is designed with your 
complete success in mind. Please read all the provided information carefully and thoroughly. We pray that 
a holy expectation grows within you as you prepare.   

Know that many continue to pray for you. May God bless you and keep you. We look forward to seeing you 
soon!  

Blessings, 

 

 

Andrew Arnold 
Executive Director 

 

 



ENROLLMENT POLICY            

This is the Trip Information Packet (hereafter “TIP”) specific to your trip. This is the critical and definitive body of 
information you will need in order to prepare for and attend your Freedom Challenge Grand Canyon Trip. Completely 
reading and becoming familiar with its contents is imperative, and its contents become your complete responsibility.  

Please pay special attention to all gear requirements and direction for purchase of critical equipment. Proper and 
adequate hiking boots are mandatory for a participant’s personal health and physical safety when going into deep 
wilderness environments. We offer explicit instruction on boot selection, please do not disregard the boot 
information. Do not wait until the last minute to start purchasing your personal equipment! There is a lot to get 
before your trip, so please start looking online and in stores now for your gear. It will be very difficult and 
stressful to try and cram all of your shopping and packing into the last week before your trip, but if you start now you 
will have more time to find exactly what you need at the most reasonable price. 
 
Evacuation from a trip (for any reason, behavioral, medical, or otherwise) incurs a minimum $300 per day 
evacuation fee, which does not include any additional costs charged by any independent services with whom SROM 
may contract and/or any other Search & Rescue efforts.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SROM BEHAVIORAL AGREEMENT          

Be Safe – Be Responsible – Show Kindness and Respect 
Your SROM instructors have undergone a rigorous training schedule designed to provide the skills necessary for 
wilderness leadership and education. All instructors are field tested in order to give you the best wilderness trip 
possible. Your welfare is their utmost concern. Whether you are a new or seasoned outdoorsman, a Participant, or a 
youth leader, your ability to humbly follow instruction and direction is vital to the welfare and well-being of 
everyone on the trip. We reserve the right to expel any participant who demonstrates behavior that is unsafe, 
disruptive, and/or distracts from the mission of the trip, as well as any participant who exhibits behavior or attitudes 
not in line with the guidelines of this document. 

We will not tolerate harassment, use of drugs and/or alcohol, theft and/or misuse of property, low motivation, lack of 
co-operation, and/or disregard of instructors. If a participant is expelled, there will be no refund of tuition and the 
participant must pay all expenses for evacuation, personal food, accommodations, and travel. Evacuation from a trip 
(for any reason, behavioral, medical, or otherwise) incurs a minimum $300 per day evacuation fee, which does not 
include any additional costs charged by Search and Rescue efforts.   

We expect all SROM participants to align themselves with the statements listed on this page. Removing a participant 
from your trip is determined at the discretion of the instructor team in the field.  SROM has a 3-strike policy: if there 
are more than 3 violations of any these expectations, then the participant will be subject to expulsion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SHOW KINDNESS & RESPECT 
 

 I will use kind words and actions; no profanity or lewd conversation. 
 I will be kind and respectful to all persons. 
 I will follow directions from supervising adults the first time they are given. 
 I will respect my property and the property of others. 
 I will display actions that reflect good character and sound judgment. 
 I will go to bed and stop conversation at bedtime.      
 I will use a quiet voice. 
 I will not eat food without the food group. 
 I understand that all food in my food group ration is shared. 
 I will not eat only one food item out of the GORP (e.g., M&Ms). 
 I will actively listen when an instructor explains safety protocols and 

techniques. 
 I will support and encourage others. 

 

BE RESPONSIBLE 
 

 I will follow Leave No Trace principles at all 
times.  (Listed at the end of this CIP.) 

 I will keep track of and care for my personal 
items at all times. 

 I will consolidate and secure all belongings. 
 I will take proper care of all SROM 

equipment. 
 I will help my tent group set up when I 

arrive at camp and take down the tent 
before we leave.                       

 I will keep my tent area "bomb-proofed" 
inside and out.               

 I will not wear shoes in the tent. 
 I will arrive to meals on time.       
 I will help my food group cook at each meal. 
 I will help my food group clean up all items 

at each meal. 
 I will be aware of my surroundings. 
 I will respond promptly when an instructor 

calls me. 

 

BE SAFE 
 

 I will follow all instructor directions.  
 I will notify an instructor or peer before 

separating from the group for any reason. 
 I will not engage in horseplay. 
 I will follow all safety protocols.     
 I will inform instructor(s) of unsafe situations 

immediately or at the first reasonable 
opportunity.                     

 I will not keep any food items in the tent. 
 I will always set containers on the ground when 

someone pours hot water into them. 
 I will treat the stove and fire with respect. 
 I will bring my 3 essentials to each activity: 

water bottle, rain jacket, and sunscreen. 
 I will stay hydrated and maintain awareness of 

my water intake.            
 I will obtain permission from an instructor to 

leave an activity.  
 I will inform an instructor of my physical needs. 
 I will obtain permission from an instructor to 

leave camp during downtime. 

 



EQUIPMENT POLICIES & GUIDELINES         

SROM Equipment Policy 
SROM equipment selection and the outfitting of each participant are critical to the success of each trip. Proper 
equipment drastically affects the trip in terms of both safety and comfort. At the beginning of each trip, participants 
check out group gear as well as gear to supplement personal gear they brought with them. During this gear check-out 
time, participants have the opportunity to inspect and comment on the condition of the gear and note any pre-existing 
wear or damage. When participants return gear, SROM staff inspects it as it is checked in. Any gear damage 
observed at check-in that was not previously noted at the time of check-out becomes the financial 
responsibility of the participant. Lost or damaged group gear will be charged on a pro-rate basis to all 
members of the group that were using the gear. 
 
Lost or damaged gear will be charged to the participants account. Participants will be informed of all charges related 
to damaged or lost gear and charges will be assessed. The participant will receive a receipt of the total charges along 
with an invoice outlining who incurred what charges. 
 

Rental Items 
Please note that there are several personal items (outside of group gear) that you can rent for your trip. If you would 
like to rent any items, please contact our Course Support staff at support@srom.org and we would be happy to assist 
you. Please note that we must receive rental requests a minimum of a week in advance of your trip start date, and 
payment in full for rental or purchase items is required before equipment is taken into the field. As with the group 
gear, you are responsible for any damage to these items while using them on your trip. 

Personal Equipment 
SROM will provide you with group equipment needed during your trip. However, there are items that you must 
purchase prior to arriving for your trip, and you must plan to make any necessary travel adjustments to bring 
these items with you. On the following pages you will find a list of equipment guidelines, your packing list, and 
options for obtaining equipment through SROM. The packing list includes Required items, Essential items (items that 
our field staff find to be invaluable), Recommended items (items that are often helpful on your trip), and Optional 
items (items that are optional, but can be nice to have).  Items marked as “Required” are non-negotiable and must 
be brought on your trip. These guidelines will help you make good decisions regarding the purchase of personal 
gear, while also saving you money! It is mandatory that you arrive at SROM with the equipment we have 
specified. SROM reserves the right to remove you from your trip if you do not have the correct equipment as 
outlined in this packet. The right equipment is a serious matter! 
 
Please do not wait until the last minute to start purchasing your personal equipment! There is a lot to get 
before your trip, so please start looking online and in stores now for your gear. It will be very difficult and stressful 
to try and cram all of your shopping and packing into the last week before your trip, but if you start now you 
will have more time to find exactly what you need at the most reasonable price. 

 
Gluten-Free Information 
SROM provides high-quality backcountry food, and teaches participants how to successfully cook gourmet meals from 
a ration system. We also seek to accommodate food allergies as much as possible. However, due to the increased 
cost of providing a gluten-free ration, any participant requesting to eat gluten-free (whether due to medical 
necessity or personal dietary preference) will be charged an additional $75.00. Thank you for understanding 
this policy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Personal Gear 
Level of 

Necessity 
Qty Item Description & Examples Rental Price 

Required 1 Internal frame backpack 
Expedition-quality, 4000-5500 cubic 

inches (or 65-88 Liters).  DO NOT bring 
Kelty or Jansport packs. 

 $20.00  

Essential 1 Rain cover for pack 
Pack cover must be large enough to 

cover your pack fully. 
Incl. in backpack rental 

Required 1 Sleeping bag 
Mummy bag ranging from 0 - 30 

degrees.  Down or synthetic.  $15.00  

Required 1 Compression stuff sack 
Medium size stuff sack with 

compression straps. Must fit your 
sleeping bag. 

Incl. in sleeping bag rental 

Optional 1 Sleeping bag liner 
Lightweight liner to help keep your 

sleeping bag cleaner. 
Not available 

Required 1 Sleeping pad 
Full-length closed cell foam pad or 

lightweight inflatable pad.  $ 5.00  

Required         
(If bringing 

inflatable pad) 
1 Sleeping pad repair kit 

Repair kit for if you pop a hole in your 
inflatable sleeping pad. 

Not available 

Required 1 Trekking poles 
Trekking poles that are lightweight and 

collapsible.  Black Diamond highly 
recommended. 

$10.00 

Required 1 
Headlamp (with fresh 

batteries) 
Lightweight and durable LED headlamp. Not available 

Required 2-4 Spare headlamp batteries 
2 sets of replacement batteries for your 

headlamp. 
Not available 

Essential 1 Camp chair  
Crazy Creek Hexalight chair style: 

simple, lightweight chair for comfort 
during lessons and meals. 

$10.00 

Required 1 Camp bowl with lid 
Lightweight 32oz mug with secure lid.  

GSI Fairshare Mug highly 
recommended. 

Not available 

Required 1 Personal spoon 
Durable and lightweight.  No "Light My 

Fire" utensils or sporks. 
Not available 

Essential 1 GSI Pot Scraper 
Great for keeping your dishes clean in 

the backcountry! 
Not available 

Optional 1 Drink mug 
Lightweight mug with a lid for hot 

drinks. 
Not available 

Required 2 
1 Liter Nalgene water 

bottle 

Required in addition to a water 
bladder.  Participants must be able to 

carry at least 4 liters of water at a time.  
Only 1 bottle required if also using a 3L 

bladder. 

Not available 

Required 1 Hydration water bladder 
Durable MSR, Platypus, or Camelback 

hydration bladder.  Recommended 2-3 
liter capacity. 

Not available 

Required 1 Wrist watch 
Waterproof watch with an alarm. 

Please know how to set the alarm on 
your watch. 

Not available 

Required 1 Pocket knife or multi-tool 
Simple, lightweight, collapsible blade (2-

3 inches blade length). 
Not available 

Required 1 Emergency whistle Small, light, loud whistle. Not available 

 

Backpacks 
Backpacks must be 4000 - 5500 cubic inches, or 65 - 88 liters. Internal frame packs are required.  If you are purchasing a pack at 
a store, please discuss sizing and fit with an outdoor salesperson and ask them for help choosing the best pack for you. Be sure to 
specify that you are going on a 7-day backpacking expedition. If you are unable to find a pack at a store, there are many options 
online. Name brands such as Gregory®, Osprey®, Deuter®, and REI® provide high quality packs, and have helpful websites. If you 
already have a pack from another brand, such as Jansport®, Kelty®, or Coleman®, you must call SROM and speak with 
Customer Support before bringing your pack.   

 

 



Personal Clothing 
Level of 

Necessity 
Qty Item Description & Examples Rental Price 

Essential 1 Long sleeve sunshirt 
 Lightweight wool or synthetic fabric 

for sun protection. 
Not available 

Required 1 Long sleeve base layer Light-weight base layer. Not available 

Required 2 Short sleeve base layer 
Short sleeve wicking shirt or modest 

tank top. This will be your main hiking 
top. 

Not available 

Required 1 
Hooded down or 
synthetic jacket 

Light long sleeve insulated (down or 
synthetic) jacket. 

Not available 

Required 1 Rain jacket 
Waterproof, lightweight, packable 

jacket with a hood. 
Not available 

Optional 1 Rain pants 
Waterproof, lightweight, packable; side 

zippers highly recommended. 
Not available 

Optional 1 Long nylon pants 
Long hiking pants; convertible pants 

optional but not necessary. 
Not available 

Required 2 Quick-dry shorts 
Optional; highly recommended if your 

hiking pants are not convertible. 
Not available 

Optional 1 T-shirt 1 cotton t-shirt for sleeping. Not available 

Required 2-3 Underwear Synthetic or cotton. Not available 

Required      
(for women) 2 Sports bra Synthetic, quick drying. Not available 

Required 
2-3 
pair 

Hiking socks 
Medium weight wool or synthetic blend 

hiking socks. 
Not available 

Recommended 1 pair Liner socks 
Lightweight wool or synthetic blend 

liner socks. 
Not available 

Essential 1 Insulating hat 
Warm wool or synthetic hat; should 
cover your ears and fit under your 

helmet. 
Not available 

Required 1 Ball cap/visor/sun hat Sun protection for face and neck Not available 

Rain Gear 
Rain gear is important equipment in the wilderness. It not only keeps you dry when it counts, but it also acts as a 
protective outer shell against wind and cold. Rain pants and rain jackets must be rated “waterproof” by the 
manufacturer, and be of a minimal design for backpacking. Ski jackets with lots of pockets are not acceptable. 
Single layer waterproof fabrics such as Gore-Tex® or Conduit® are examples of good material. Jackets should have 
only two or three pockets and rain pants should have an ankle or knee-length zip on the side for getting them on over 
boots. Light weight (16oz) and the ability to compress tightly are highly desirable features. 

Clothing 
Clothing should be lightweight and designed for backpacking. Nylon shorts or pants and quick-dry shirts will be the 
clothes you spend most of your time in. It is nice if your pants zip off at the knee to convert into shorts, but it is not 
required. The temperature in the desert will swing between extremes: hot during the days and cold during the nights. 
It’s not uncommon for snow to possibly dust the rim of the Grand Canyon in the Fall! Your clothing will need to 
protect you from the sun as well as insulate you. 

Programming in the desert is the only time SROM permits cotton clothing in the field.  

 



Foot Protection 
Level of 

Necessity 
Qty Item Description & Examples Rental Price 

Required 1 Boots 
Please see information below 

regarding boots. 
Not available 

Required 1 Camp shoes 

Lightweight, fast-drying, close-toed, shoes for use 
around camp and during stream crossings.  
Absolutely no Chaco sandals, flip flops, 

FiveFingers, or Crocs. Old lightweight running 
shoes with good traction are ideal. 

Not available 

Optional 1 Gaiters 
Durable and full-length with a thick Velcro closure; 

do not buy zip-up gaiters.  
Not available 

Required   
Personal blister 

care kit 
1 roll of athletic tape and 4 sheets of moleskin Not available 

 

Boots 
Your boots are the most important piece of equipment that you will buy for your trip. Foot care cannot be taken lightly 
in the backcountry; protecting your feet is vital to safety and success. Boots must be above ankle. Below you will 
find a list of boots that are recommended for your trip. We have chosen these boots because they have proven 
functional, durable, and comfortable through the demands of past trips. We have broken the list up into the more 
durable, more expensive boots, and the less durable, less expensive boots. In general, more expensive boots will 
perform better and have a longer lifespan. (Companies frequently rename boot models, so please visit their website or 
contact us if you have questions regarding boot model names.)  

For long-term investment in boots you can use for 
many years:  

 Lowa Khumbu II GTX 
 Lowa Catalan GTX  
 La Sportiva Omega GTX 
 Scarpa Terra GTX 
 Scarpa Kailash GTX  
 Asolo Fission GV 
 Asolo Fugitive GTX 

 

For short-term investment in boots that will suffice for 

this course: 

 Keen Gypsum Mid 
 Keen Koven Mid 
 Hi Tec Altitude V 
 Hi Tec Mount Diablo 
 Hi Tec Bandera Mid 
 Coleman Lakeside 
 Coleman Colorad 

SROM reserves the right to have you removed from your trip if you do not have footwear that is well-fitting, 
broken-in, and has sufficient foot and ankle protection. 

If you are an avid hiker and already have a pair of great boots and do not want to buy a completely new pair, please 
call SROM Customer Support at 307-223-1033 and provide specific information about your boots (brand, style, how 
often you hike, etc.) and we will individually advise you. 

Note: Prices on these boots tend to be higher than a lower quality boot. Please do not try to cut costs by buying a cheaper boot; cheap 
boots are ultimately much more costly than well-made boots.  
 

Gaiters 
Gaiters are an optional item for your trip. Though you may not think that you need them, you will not regret having 
them. Do not buy zip-up gaiters, as the zippers consistently get jammed up and become unusable (especially with 
the sand present in the Grand Canyon). Thick Velcro strips on the front of gaiters work best. SROM recommends 
Outdoor Research Verglas gaiters for your trip. 

 

 

 

 



Personal Toiletries 
Level of 

Necessity 
Qty Item Description & Examples Rental Price 

Required 1  Sun screen Minimum SPF 30; 3 - 4 oz bottles Not available 

Required 1 Lip balm Chap stick with SPF 30 Not available 

Required 1 Toothbrush 
Travel toothbrush (with a cover for 

bristles) is ideal. 
Not available 

Required 1 Toothpaste Travel size (1oz) tube Not available 

Required 1 Hand sanitizer Travel size (3 - 4 oz) bottle Not available 

Essential 1 Wet wipes 1-2 wipes per day in small package Not available 

Required 1 Biodegradable soap Travel size bottle. Loofa recommended. Not available 

As needed     
(for women) 

1 
cycle 

Feminine hygiene 
products 

Enough tampons or pads for 1 cycle; 
extra wet wipes. 

Not available 

Essential 1 Bag for toiletries 
Small, lightweight bag for keeping 

personal toiletries organized 
Not available 

Essential 1 
Personal medications, 

glasses, and/or contacts. 

SROM provides many OTC medications 
in the first aid kits.  Bring your own 

prescriptions. 
Not available 

 
Toiletries 
We list “travel size” for all of your toiletries to cut down on the size and weight that you will be carrying.   

Please note that the soap you bring on trip must be biodegradable. We recommend Dr. Bronner’s® liquid soap, 
though there should be many options available at any outdoor store. 

This list does not include items such as deodorant, lotion, shampoo, conditioner, face wash, etc. You may bring these 
items with you to use after your trip, but do not plan on bringing them into the field unless specifically noted by your 
physician as a medical necessity. 

Personal Medication 
You are responsible for holding and taking any personal OTC or prescription medication. If you are bringing 
prescriptions, we need full disclosure of the medications you are bringing on your trip Medical Form. Additionally, all 
prescriptions must be under your name and in their original containers.   

Information Regarding Hot Drinks 
No one knows better than a SROM instructor how incredibly restorative hot drinks can be in the mornings and 
evenings. Most of our instructors will swear by coffee as their hot drink of choice, though others prefer tea and/or hot 
cocoa. SROM provides teas (caffeinated and noncaffeinated) and hot cocoa in the food rations as hot drink options, but 
participants and instructors who crave a good cup of coffee will have to plan on bringing their own supplies and 
systems. Please bring your own coffee if you plan on ‘brewing up’ throughout the trip. 
 

 

 

 

 



Personal Items 
Level of 

Necessity 
Qty Item Description & Examples Rental Price 

Required 1 Sunglasses 100% UV protection. Not available 

Essential 2-3 Buff ™ or Bandanas 
Helpful for personal hygiene, cooking, and 

cleaning. 
Not available 

Required 1 
Notebook/Journal and Pens 

(2 pens recommended) 

Small notebook to take notes during  
devos and  for personal journaling.  

Compact and lightweight; 8x6 or 6x6. 
Not available 

Required 1 Bible 
Lightweight travel size, includes both Old 

and New Testaments. 
Not available 

Essential   Extra cash 
$10 - $20 of spending money to buy 

snacks during transitions on the road 
Not available 

Optional   Personal food 
Personal snacks (Clif bars, Powerbars, 

etc.) to pack into the field. 
Not available 

Recommended 1 Camera 
Small, lightweight camera with durable 

case 
Not available 

Optional 1 Binoculars Not available 

Required 2 
Extra change of clothes for use at the beginning and end of the trip while participants traveling. 

There will be a place to store belongings and lock away valuables while on your trip. 

 

Resources 
We know that this list is long! There is a lot to get before your trip, so please start looking online and at stores now. It 
will be very difficult and stressful to try and cram all of your shopping and packing into the last week before your trip, 
but if you start now you will have more time to find exactly what you need at the most reasonable price. 

We also recommend looking online for discounted prices. Doing a quick Google Shopping search will often yield 
helpful results with a good idea of a reasonable price range. Additionally, we’ve listed a few websites that often offer 
good discounts on equipment: 

 Sierra Trading Post (www.sierratradingpost.com) 
 REI Outlet (www.rei.com/outlet) 
 Steep and Cheap (www.steepandcheap.com) 
 The Clymb (www.theclymb.com) 
 BackCountry (www.backcountry.com) 
 MooseJaw (www.moosejaw.com) 
 Gear Trade (www.geartrade.com) 
 Outdoor Gear Exchange (www.gearx.com) 
 Climb High (www.climbhigh.com) 
 Zappos (www.zappos.com) 

 

 

If you have questions about gear, please feel free to call us at 307-223-1033, or email Customer Support at support@srom.org. 

 
 
 
 

 

 



LEAVE NO TRACE              

SROM trips go to beautiful wilderness areas. We are each called to be effective stewards of God’s creation. SROM is a 
nonprofit partner of the Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics and is committed to teaching and practicing Leave 
No Trace Principles on every trip. You will learn more on your trip, but please be aware of the following procedures 
for implementing each of the seven Leave No Trace Principles. 

1. Plan Ahead and Prepare 
Procedure: While SROM will carefully plan your trip, PLEASE DO YOUR PART BY READING YOUR CIP, choosing 
correct personal gear and clothing, and repackaging any personal items you bring to minimize potential litter. 

2. Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces 
Procedure: Where trails are present you will use them, even if they are wet or muddy. When traveling off-trail, travel 
side by side rather than single-file to avoid damaging woody plants. You will use established campsites if they are 
present, or otherwise choose the most durable surfaces available to camp. Understand that good campsites are found, 
not made. Before leaving your campsite you will naturalize and disguise it, including replacing any rocks you may 
have moved. 

3. Dispose of Waste Properly 
Procedure: You will bury your feces in a cat hole at least 6 inches deep and 200 feet from the nearest water, camp, or 
trail. You will carry out any trash, litter, or leftover food. You will not wash within 200 feet of a water source. 

4. Leave What You Find 
Procedure: You will leave natural and historical features undisturbed. You will not pick flowers or collect artifacts, 
fossils, gems, bones, or antlers. 

5. Minimize Campfire Impacts 
Procedure: You will use a backpacking stove for most meals. You will make campfires only with your instructor’s 
permission and supervision. When making a campfire, you will use existing fire rings when present. You will only 
burn wood that is dead, on the ground, and no larger around than your wrist so that you can successfully burn it to 
ash. You will not burn leftover food or other waste. Before you leave the area, you will ensure that the fire is out, 
scatter the ashes, and restore the appearance of the fire site. 

6. Respect Wildlife 
Procedure: You will observe wildlife from a distance rather than approaching it, and will not harass wildlife in any 
way. You will not feed wildlife, intentionally or unintentionally. You will seek to avoid wildlife during sensitive times 
like nesting or mating. 

7. Be Considerate of Others 
Procedure: You will respect other visitors and protect the quality of their experience. You will step well off of the trail 
during rest breaks, seek campsites out of sight of trails, let sounds of creation prevail, and re-latch livestock gates. You 
will yield to horsepackers and other livestock, stepping off the downhill side of the trail. 

  



PHYSICAL PREPAREDNESS           

Your Wilderness Training Begins Now! 
Every year we have participants returning from the field who have voiced regret that they had not trained more for 
their trip! Physical preparedness is crucial not only for your success on your trip, but for the success of the entire 
group. Your ability to mentally engage with the group is significantly affected by how physically able you are to handle 
the challenges you will face on your trip. Please take all aspects of training for your trip seriously! We have compiled 
the following information to help you best prepare for your trip. Please read through carefully and begin your physical 
training plan soon. 

Train for your trip for a minimum of three months. During your training, progressively increase your pack weight, 
time, distance and elevation gain. This will ensure that you are prepared for the physical demands of your trip. Do not 
rush to increase your training intensity as this will increase your risk of a training injury, preventing you from being 
ready for your trip.  

Two weeks before your trip you should be at peak performance. This means that you should able to carry a 40-50 
pound pack for up to 6 miles at a 2-3 mile per hour pace, day after day.  

You will need to train in all 3 aspects of fitness: Cardiovascular, Strength, and Flexibility  

 
Cardiovascular Training 
Biking, running, rowing, and swimming are good aerobic options in the early stages of training. As you get closer to 
your trip include more activities that load the spine and legs the same way that hiking will, such as jogging, walking on 
an inclined treadmill, running, and walking/hiking up and down hills or stairs.   

 
Strength Conditioning 
Focus on building strength in areas specific to trip activities: Strength in your upper back and shoulders will help you 
carry a heavy backpack as well as use your trekking poles and ice axe effectively. Calves, hips, quadriceps, hamstrings, 
and gluteal muscles are used when ascending and descending peaks, rock climbing, and backpacking. Your core, 
abdominal and lower back area are perhaps the most important of them all. Increasing your core strength will not 
only help your balance when your pack is on, further preventing injuries, but it will also allow you to travel longer. 
Training with gym machines will help you build overall strength, but training primarily with free weights is best. Free 
weights require additional balance and better engage stabilizing muscles that are crucial for trip activities. 
 

Exercises  mentioned in Info Video 

 
Lunges with weighted side twists: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tvn_FDSrdZw 
(For Balance work, core and legs.) 

Weighted good mornings:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA-h3n9L4YU 

(For Lower Back) 

Planks front: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASdvN_XEl_c 

Planks Sides: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cRAFji80CQ 

Planks Reverse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNAxdJ6Bt00 

Crunches with focus on keeping lower back pressed into the floor. No "dead space" between floor and small of 

back: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycDk1JNZVwc 

"Supermans": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6PJMT2y8GQ 

 
 

 

If you have questions regarding any of the items covered in this TIP, please contact Customer Support at 

support@srom.org, or call 307-223-1033.  We look forward to meeting you! 
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